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A wealth of working code gives you hands-on experience in building CORBA-compliant
applications.In this valuable guide, Jon Siegel, Director of Domain Technology at the Object
Management Group, and CORBA product development teams from across Europe and the
United States present distributed object tutorial applications. Based on a common OMG IDL file,
and worked in eight commercially available ORB environments using C, C++, and Smalltalk, the
techniques presented in the example will help you write new programs faster at lower cost, and
make existing programs easier to change, extend, and maintain.CORBA Fundamentals and
Programming also provides you with all of the necessary technical background and details
about CORBA, CORBAservices, and CORBAfacilities. Discussion of each component starts
with its impact on your enterprise—which of your computing problems it solves, and how it does
it—and includes enough detail to show how all the parts work together. Descriptions of eight
representative ORBs showcase the diversity of the programming environments which work
together under the CORBA banner. The final half of the book is devoted to the tutorial
example.On the disk you'll find:All IDL interfacesSource code in C, C++, and SmalltalkMake files
for eight ORB environments

From the PublisherThis superlative guide contains all the information you need to get started
with CORBA. Each chapter is organized in a "drill-down" style--architectural and user-level
material towards the front, technical and programming-level details following. Discusses object-
oriented analysis and design methods; compares available object request brokers; and provides
a fully worked example of a single client and single object implementation, followed by a more
complex example including a succinct analysis, cascading object calls, inheritance and use of
numerous object services. The accompanying disk features source code in all relevant
languages plus all interface definition language interfaces.From the Back Cover"A wealth of
working code gives you hands-on experience in building CORBA-compliant applications.In this
valuable guide, Jon Siegel, Director of Domain Technology at the Object Management Group,
and CORBA product development teams from across Europe and the United States present
distributed object tutorial applications. Based on a common OMG IDL file, and worked in eight
commercially available ORB environments using C, C++, and Smalltalk, the techniques
presented in the example will help you write new programs faster at lower cost, and make
existing programs easier to change, extend, and maintain.CORBA Fundamentals and
Programming also provides you with all of the necessary technical background and details
about CORBA, CORBAservices, and CORBAfacilities. Discussion of each component starts
with its impact on your enterprise—which of your computing problems it solves, and how it does
it—and includes enough detail to show how all the parts work together. Descriptions of eight



representative ORBs showcase the diversity of the programming environments which work
together under the CORBA banner. The final half of the book is devoted to the tutorial
example.On the disk you'll find: All IDL interfaces Source code in C, C++, and Smalltalk Make
files for eight ORB environmentsJON SIEGEL, PhD, is Director of Domain Technology at the
OMG where he chairs the Domain Technology Committee which sets OMG specifications for
vertical markets. He is a frequent speaker about the OMG at conferences and symposia around
the world, and works closely with international standards groups, industry consortia, and the
end-user community to promote the use of OMG specifications as industry
standards.Contributors include: Dan Frantz, PhD, Digital Equipment Corporation; Hal Mirsky,
Expersoft Corporation; Raghu Hudli, PhD, IBM Corporation; Alex Thomas and Wilf Coles, ICL;
Peter de Jong, PhD, Alan Klein, and Brent Wilkins, Hewlett-Packard, Inc.; Sean Baker, PhD,
IONA Corporation; Maurice Balick, SunSoft, Inc."About the AuthorJON SIEGEL, PhD, is Director
of Domain Technology at the OMG where he chairs the Domain Technology Committee which
sets OMG specifications for vertical markets. He is a frequent speaker about the OMG at
conferences and symposia around the world, and works closely with international standards
groups, industry consortia, and the end-user community to promote the use of OMG
specifications as industry standards.Contributors include: Dan Frantz, PhD, Digital Equipment
Corporation; Hal Mirsky, Expersoft Corporation; Raghu Hudli, PhD, IBM Corporation; Alex
Thomas and Wilf Coles, ICL; Peter de Jong, PhD, Alan Klein, and Brent Wilkins, Hewlett-
Packard, Inc.; Sean Baker, PhD, IONA Corporation; Maurice Balick, SunSoft, Inc.Read more
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